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IP Documents

Patents: 74 million (3,6 million PCT)

Brands: 38 million

Designs: 10.4 million

Total number of documents: 122.4 million



WIPO databases: use IP intelligence for 

your business strategy

PATENTSCOPE  make sure your idea/technology is new

Global Brand Database  make sure the trademark for 

your product or service is new & distinctive

Global Design Database  make sure the design for your 

product is new & distinctive

WIPO Lex  search for the relevant IP laws and 

regulations in your target markets to check e.g. what IP can 

be protected



Source: https://www.cretafarms.gr/en/



Source: https://www.cretafarms.gr/en/our-world/history/innovation/



https://patentscope.wipo.int/ 







Patent Register Portal



Why should you do a patent search?

Does my invention already exist?

Does a solution to my problem already exist?

What are the latest trends in a specific technology area?

What are my competitors doing? Who could be partners? 

Any expired patents I could use or licensing opportunities?

Avoid litigation and ensure freedom to operate 

Important source of information: 

 Up to 80% of current technical knowledge is only found in 

patent documents*

 Over 94% of patents since 1883 in the public domain* 

*Source: Study on Patents and the Public Domain [CDIP/12/INF/2 Rev.]; “Why researchers should care about patents”, 

European Patent Office, available at http://ec.europa.eu/invest-in-research/pdf/download_en/patents_for_researchers.pdf

http://ec.europa.eu/invest-in-research/pdf/download_en/patents_for_researchers.pdf


https://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/ipcpub

Is my invention 

new?



Who are 

the main 

players?

Who 

could  

be a 

partner?



Where do 

applicants tend 

to file their 

applications in 

this area of 

technology?

 Market trends

 Freedom to 

operate



Cross-lingual Expansion: search for 

synonyms, variations and translations of terms

Why? 

 Synonyms may be used by inventors/ 

applicants to express the same concept



Multilingual search in 14 languages
Chinese

Danish

Dutch

English

French 

German

Italian

Japanese

Korean

Polish

Portuguese

Russian

Spanish

Swedish





WIPO Translate







WIPO Pearl

Online terminology database to help identify relevant 

keywords and concepts for a more targeted search: 

collection of scientific and technical terminology for 

accurate/ consistent use of terminology across languages

10 languages (AR, DE, EN, ES, FR, JA, KO, PT, RU, ZH)

17’000 concepts, 160’000 terms

Content validated by WIPO-PCT language experts and 

terminologists



Concept map search
 search by subject field and subfield

 shows relationship between concepts



Standardize all the different representations of chemical 

structures into Inchikeys: textual identifier for chemical 

structure

Recognize chemical compounds in patent texts and from 

embedded drawings included in patent texts

Available for PCT applications in EN and DE (from 1978) 

and the national collection of the USA (1979)

Chemical Compound Search



Chemical compounds





Search for all levels

Registered users can save up to 10,000 

records in .csv/.xls



Collections available

NEW: Greek national collection (biblio. data) 

since April 1, 2019



PATENTSCOPE: Learning Resources
Video tutorials Webinars



https://www.wipo.int/branddb 



Why should you do a trademark search

Does it already exist or is it new?

Is it distinctive?

Is anyone infringing my mark?

What are the market trends?

The WIPO Global Brand Database contains over           

38 million records

 TMs registered under Madrid System and EUIPO

 44 national collections

 Appellations of Origin under WIPO Lisbon System

 Emblems protected under Paris Convention 6ter



Image similarity: history

Released in 2014

Based on Image features:

Shape

Color

Texture

Very effective: simple geometric shapes



Image similarity: history



Before

New AI powered concept similarity search:
 trained neural network to identify different concepts within 

an image to find images that share those concepts



After



Different searches available



Narrowing down the results



Statistical/trend information





Coverage



 Search more than 1.7 million industrial designs registered 

under the Hague System + 16 national collections + EUIPO

https://www.wipo.int/designdb 



Why should you do a design search

Does it already exist or is it new?

Is anyone infringing my design?

What are the market trends?



Source: http://www.fotodiastasi.gr/







Different searches available



Narrowing down the results



Statistical/trend information



Collections





WIPO Lex





Greece – industrial designs



Multi-stakeholder platforms: 

WIPO GREEN and WIPO Re:Search





Two main components

WIPO GREEN Database

Freely accessible, offers 

a broad listing of:

 Products, services and IP 

assets (inventions, 

technologies, know-how) 

for sale and/or license, as 

well as opportunities for 

collaboration 

 Needs for products, 

processes, know-how 

transfer, collaborations and 

finance 

WIPO GREEN Network 

Connects technology 

providers and seekers:

 Matchmaking

 Offers many resources 

and services related to 

green technologies and 

services, case studies etc.







R&D collaboration

Allows organizations to 

share their IP, compounds, 

expertise, facilities and 

know-how royalty-free with 

researchers worldwide

Partnership Hub, led by BIO 

Ventures for Global Health, 

identifies opportunities for 

collaboration and 

knowledge-sharing

Database

Lists assets available for 

licensing including 

compounds, enabling 

technologies, know-how

Sharing Innovation in the Fight Against Neglected Tropical Diseases



Nathalie.Montillot@wipo.int


